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Recent studies on reactions between MoxOy
� cluster anions and H2O/C2H4 mixtures revealed a

complex web of addition, hydrogen evolution, and chemifragmentation reactions, with chemifrag-
ments unambiguously connected to cluster reactions with C2H4. To gain insight into the molecular-
scale interactions along the chemifragmentation pathways, the anion photoelectron (PE) spectra of
MoC2H2

�, MoC4H4
�, MoOC2H2

�, and MoO2C2H2
� formed directly in MoxOy

� + C2H4 (x > 1;
y ≥ x) reactions, along with supporting CCSD(T) and density functional theory calculations, are
presented and analyzed. The complexes have spectra that are all consistent with η2-acetylene com-
plexes, though for all but MoC4H4

�, the possibility that vinylidene complexes are also present cannot
be definitively ruled out. Structures that are consistent with the PE spectrum of MoC2H2

� differ
from the lowest energy structure, suggesting that the fragment formation is under kinetic control.
The PE spectrum of MoO2C2H2

� additionally exhibits evidence that photodissociation to MoO2
�

+ C2H2 may be occurring. The results suggest that oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylene is initi-
ated by Lewis acid/base interactions between the Mo centers in larger clusters and the π orbitals in
ethylene. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5008264

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal-organic frameworks,1 metal oxide and
sulfide semiconductors,2–6 metal nanoparticles,7 and metal-
hydrogenase complexes8 have been explored as photocatalysts
for H2 production from H2O. Molybdenum oxides that are
modestly substoichiometric, MoO3�x (x < 1) in particular,
has shown potential as an electrocatalyst9 or photocatalyst10

for hydrogen evolution reactions (HERs). This material is
appealing because it is low cost, stable, nontoxic, and environ-
mentally benign. Characterizing the particular electronic and
structural properties of oxygen vacancy defect sites that may
enhance the catalytic activity11 of substoichiometric materials
can be challenging in bulk or mesoporous materials because
of the variety of vacancy sites and dilutions, beyond the
continuously dynamic nature of metal oxide surfaces under
catalytically active conditions.12

One approach to studying the local atomic-scale inter-
actions that govern catalytic activation is the use of cluster
models in both experimental and computational efforts.13–25

The mass specificity and computational tractability of cluster
models can lend insights into the molecular scale interactions
at defect sites that can complement surface models or more
multivariate nano- and mesoscale materials studies.

We have reported a detailed picture of how water interacts
with small Group 6 transition metal (M = Mo, W) subox-
ide cluster anions in ways that lead to H2 production26–29
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via

MxO−y + H2O→ MxO−y+1 + H2. (1)

However, the production of trapped intermediates,
MxOy+1H2

�, resulting from H2O addition to certain cluster
anions in the oxidation pathway becomes more prevalent once
the metal approaches its highest oxidation state, which is +6.
The reactivity data have also been interpreted computationally
in terms of free energy reaction pathways, which point to the
presence of high barriers to the −−H and −−OH rearrangement
in the intermediate, preventing the thermodynamically favored
H2 elimination from the intermediate.30–32

More recently, we completed a theoretical study on the
feasibility of introducing a sacrificial reagent (SR) that could
reduce the Mo-oxide cluster anions in particular, as they
undergo oxidation by water, restoring the clusters to lower oxi-
dation states necessary for H2 production.33 As a proof of prin-
ciple, we considered the oxidation of Mo2O4

� by water to form
Mo2O5

� + H2, with Mo2O5
� being reduced by the SR. Acety-

lene, ethylene, propylene, and carbon monoxide served as
SR models because they had favorable or near-thermoneutral
reaction free energies with water:

H2O + SR
Mo2O−4
−−−−−→ H2 + SRO. (2)

In the case of ethylene, the reaction is marginally endother-
mic by 2-3 kcal/mol. However, the calculations suggested a
potential pitfall in this approach; deeply bound complexes are
formed between the clusters and the SR molecules. For exam-
ple, in calculations on the C2H4 + H2O + Mo2O4

� reaction,
Mo2O5C2H4

� (+H2) emerged as a very stable complex that
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might interrupt the production of C2H4O necessary to achieve
the full catalytic cycle.

From an experimental standpoint, the cluster anions gain
considerable internal energy from new bond formation (in this
case Mo−−O and Mo−−C bond formation) in the gas phase,
which could result in complex fragmentation via the weakest
bond. This effect was to some extent borne out in a follow-up
experimental study34 on product distributions from MoxOy

�

clusters reacting individually with C2H4 and H2O, and with
those from reactions with a C2H4 + H2O mixture.34 In addi-
tion to observing carbides (−−C2), acetylene (−−C2H2), and
ethylidene (−−C2H4) metal oxo complexes, cluster anion com-
plex fragmentation was also evident by the appearance of
MoOyC2nH2n

� (y ≤ 2, n = 1, 2) complexes that could not be
accounted for by direct C2H4 addition reactions with MoOy

�

(y ≤ 2) anions, which were either absent or in very low quan-
tities in the initial cluster distribution. Indeed, the results of
the experimental study underscored the need to reconsider the
computational model of how the cluster anions interact with
the ethylene molecules, including the expansion of potential
side reactions that are possible along the multi-reactant free
energy pathway. In this report, insight into how ethylene reacts
with transition metal suboxide cluster anions is gained from
the molecular and electronic structures of several prominent
complexes evidently formed as chemifragments in reactions
with larger clusters, MoC2H2

�, MoC4H4
�, MoOC2H2

�, and
MoO2C2H2

�.

II. METHODS
A. Experimental details

MoOyC2nH2n
� (y ≤ 2, n = 1, 2) and other complexes

were generated, mass analyzed, and spectroscopically probed
via anion photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy using a home-
built experimental apparatus that has been described previ-
ously.35–37 Briefly, the MoxOy

� clusters are generated at a
second harmonic output energy of 8 mJ/pulse of a Nd:YAG
laser (532 nm, 2.33 eV) operated at a 30 Hz repetition rate
ablated on a pressed rotating 98Mo metal target (Trace Sci-
ences). The resulting plasma was then entrained in a pulse
of ultrahigh purity (UHP) helium carrier gas [30 psi (gauge)
stagnation pressure] issued from a pulsed molecular beam
valve operated at a 30 Hz repetition rate and swept into
a 25-mm long, 3-mm diameter reaction channel. A sec-
ond molecular beam valve operated at the same repetition
rate (30 Hz) was used to introduce C2H4 into the reaction
channel.

The resulting gas mixture expanded into a vacuum cham-
ber and was collimated by using a 3-mm diameter skimmer.
The anions were accelerated on the molecular beam axis into
a 1.2-m TOF mass spectrometer, passed through a 3-mm
mass defining slit in a detection region, and collided with
a 25-mm microchannel plate (MCP) detector assembly. The
resulting signal from the detector is then recorded with a dig-
itizing oscilloscope. The mass resolution,

(
m
∆m

)
, in the range

of ion masses for this study is 300. Mass distributions were
recorded before, during, and after the introduction of C2H4 to
ensure that complexes were not formed from deposits on the

target resulting from the back-streaming of C2H4 in the target
region.

Prior to colliding with the ion detector, ions were selec-
tively photodetached using one of the harmonic outputs of a
second Nd:YAG laser timed to intersect a specific ion packet.
A small fraction of the photoelectrons traveled the length
of a 1-m long field-free drift tube and were detected with
a second MCP detector. The drift times were recorded with
a digitizing oscilloscope and converted to electron kinetic
energy, e�KE, calibrated with the well-known PE spectrum
of Mo�.38 The e�KE values are related to the relative ener-
gies of the neutral states relative to the initial anion state
via

e−KE = hν − EA − Eneutral
internal + Eanion

internal , (3)

where EA is the neutral electron affinity. The PE spectra
are shown as electron counts versus electron binding energy
(e�BE) values, with the relationship:

e−BE = hν − e−KE. (4)

Spectra were collected with the detachment laser polarization
parallel to (θ = 0◦) and perpendicular to (θ = 90◦) the electron
drift path to approximate the asymmetry parameter, β(E):

β =
(I0 − I90)(
1
2 I0 + I90

) , (5)

which gives some insight into the nature of the molecu-
lar orbital associated with the various electronic transitions
observed in the PE spectra. For example, detachment tran-
sitions associated with Mo-local 5s-like molecular orbitals
would be expected to have parallel photoelectron angular dis-
tributions (β = 2), while detachment transitions from π-like
orbitals might have more isotropic (β = 0) or perpendicular
(β = �1) photoelectron angular distributions.

The PE spectra presented below were accumulated over
1.8 × 106 laser shots for MoC2H2

� using 3.49 eV photon
energy and 2.9 × 106 laser shots using 2.33 eV photon energy,
0.9 × 106 laser shots for MoC4H4

� (3.49 eV photon energy,
only), 0.65 × 106 laser shots for MoOC2H2

� (3.49 eV pho-
ton energy, only), and 2.5 × 106 laser shots for MoO2C2H2

�

(3.49 eV photon energy, only). The resolution is approximately
6 meV at e�KE = 0.5 eV and deteriorates with e�KE3/2.

B. Computational details

Calculations were performed with the quantum chemical
program package Gaussian 0939 using the hybrid exchange-
correlation functional B3LYP for structural optimization, fol-
lowed by single point B3LYP and CCDS(T) calculations.40–42

Geometry optimizations of the various chemical species,
vibrational mode calculations, based on the unrestricted Kohn–
Sham density functional theory (UKSDFT) and energies were
done with the def2-SVPP basis set.43,44 As demonstrated to be
effective previously,45 the 28 core electrons of Mo were mod-
eled using the Stuttgart/Dresden effective core potential.45,46

Accurate electronic energies were obtained with a basis set
consisting of the def2-TZVPP basis functions supplemented
by the addition of diffuse functions from the aug-cc-PVTZ
basis set47 for the main group elements and S, P, and D
diffuse functions with exponents 0.0045, 0.007 082 1, and
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0.0129 respectively for Mo. Only local minimum energy
structures (no imaginary frequencies) are reported except for
one single point calculation performed on a triplet state of
MoC4H4 confined to the D2d symmetry. Zero point energy
(ZPE) corrections were obtained for polyatomic species
from vibrational frequency calculations performed analyti-
cally. Time-dependent density-functional theory (TD-DFT)
calculations using the B3LYP and the Def2-TZVPP basis set
were performed to determine the lowest 12 excited states of
the most stable neutral structures. We also performed cal-
culations using the M06 functional (structures and relative
energies are included in the supplementary material). The
inclusion of the Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange in both func-
tionals systematically overstabilizes high spin states relative
to low spin states.48 We found in this study that the larger
contribution of the HF exchange in M06 compared to that
of B3LYP (27% versus 20%) resulted in poorer agreement
between experimental transition energies and those calcu-
lated using the M06 functional compared with the B3LYP
results. For most of the systems described below, the rela-
tive energies calculated at the CCSD(T) and B3LYP levels of
theory were in good agreement. Only the CCSD(T) values are
reported below; a side-by-side comparison of the B3LYP and
CCSD(T) relative energies is included in the supplementary
material.

All CCSD(T) calculations were unrestricted and were per-
formed starting with the unrestricted Hartree-Fock orbitals.
The spin contamination in the resulting wavefunctions was
monitored carefully. Since CCSD is known to effectively cor-
rect for the first spin contaminant, the starting Hartree-Fock
〈S2〉 values after removing the first contaminant are reported
in Tables II–V In a few cases, Brueckner orbital studies were
carried out to check for the nature of the wavefunctions after
orbital rotations, and the 〈S2〉 values are reported from the
Brueckner orbitals when available. In most cases, the tabu-
lated 〈S2〉 values are quite close to the ideal 〈S2〉 values. We
expect that the energy contributions from the residual spin
contamination effects are small.

TDDFT calculations were also performed to assess the
possibility of one-electron allowed excited state transitions.
The states that were determined to be one-electron accessible
from the various anion states were also optimized.

For more quantitative comparison between the calculated
structures and the experimental spectra, the simulated spectra
were generated with the following parameters taken into con-
sideration. Adiabatic detachment energies (ADEs) are com-
puted from the difference between the zero-point corrected
total energies of the anion and one-electron accessible (and
Franck-Condon rational) neutral states. ADEs correspond to
the origins of anions to neutral detachment transitions. A vibra-
tional structure within an electronic transition was simulated
using home-written Labview codes that calculate the normal
coordinate displacements of the anion structure along the neu-
tral normal coordinates from input anions and neutral atomic
Cartesian coordinates and the neutral normal coordinates from
the Gaussian output files. The code automatically sets the
molecular structures at the same center of mass. The “Solve
Complex Linear Equations” subVI in the Labview Advanced
Math Package, AX = Y solves for X, where X is the 3N � 6

normal coordinate displacement vector, Y is the 3N Cartesian
displacement vector computed from the input atomic Cartesian
coordinates for the anion and neutral, and A is the 3N × 3N
� 6 normal coordinate matrix from the neutral Gaussian output
file. The normal coordinate displacements, anion and neu-
tral vibrational frequencies, ADE values, and photon energy
(for e�KE calculation) are then input into a second code that
generates harmonic oscillator wavefunctions, numerically cal-
culates the Franck-Condon factors, and generates a simulation
with vibronic line positions and e�KE-dependent linewidths.
Vibrational temperatures can be adjusted independently for
each mode activated.

Transitions with significant structural differences that
would result in the activation of multiple low-frequency modes
are not treated appropriately using the harmonic oscillator, a
parallel mode approach used in this set of simulation codes
described above. Since this type of transition would yield
broad bands with an unresolved vibrational structure, we sim-
ply generated a broad band originating at the computed ADE
with maximum intensity coinciding with the computed vertical
detachment energy, VDE. VDEs are computed by taking the
difference between the total electronic energy of a one-electron
accessible neutral confined to the structure of the anionic
precursor and the total electronic energy of the optimized
anion.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows characteristic mass spectra recorded in
the 100 to 200 m/z range for the ions generated from ablation
of the 98Mo target with He carrier gas (dotted trace) along
with the mass distribution of ions generated in reactions with
C2H4 in the fast flow reaction channel (solid trace). Note that
MoOyCmHn

� products with y ≤ 2 are significantly more abun-
dant than the initial MoO2

� ion intensity, and MoO� (and Mo�,
at 98 amu, not shown in Fig. 1) ions are not present in the ini-
tial mass spectrum. Based on previous studies, MoOyCmHn

�

products (y < 3) are formed via chemifragmentation of larger

FIG. 1. Mass spectra in the mono-98Mo complex mass range. The dotted trace
shows the initial mass distribution, with the solid trace showing the distribution
following cluster reactions with C2H4. The PE spectra of the species labeled
in bold face are shown in Fig. 2.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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MoxOy
� at the lower end of the distribution of oxidation states

(e.g., Mo2O2,3
� and Mo3O3,4

�) upon reaction with C2H4.
Figure 2 shows the anion PE spectra of Mo�, MoC2H2

�,
MoC4H4

�, MoOC2H2
�, and MoO2C2H2

�. The PE spectrum
of Mo�, previously reported by Lineberger and co-workers,38

FIG. 2. PE spectra obtained using 3.49 eV photon energy: (a) 98Mo�, (b)
98MoC2H2

� (the inset shows the PE spectrum obtained using 2.33 eV photon
energy), (c) 98MoC4H4

�, (d) 98MoOC2H2
�, and (e) 98MoO2C2H2

�.

was included to directly illustrate the comparability of the
transition energies between the atomic anion and the com-
plex anions. All spectra of the complexes exhibit at least two
electronic transitions, many of which feature broad, vibra-
tionally congested profiles. Transition energies and asymmetry
parameters for these bands are summarized in Table I. Com-
putational results are summarized pictorially in Figs. 3–6 and
Tables II–V. TDDFT excited state energies are included in the
supplementary material. A general computational result is that
high spin states are favored for all complex anions and neu-
trals except MoO2C2H2 (2A1 anion ground state; 1A1 neutral
ground state), in which the metal is mostly coordinated. The
remaining complexes are therefore expected to have numer-
ous close-lying states with a common spin associated with the
close-lying Mo-local 4d orbitals. Spin contamination effects
are present in several states, as reflected in the

〈
S2

〉
> S (S + 1)

values included in Tables II–V.

A. MoC2H2
−/MoC2H2

The PE spectrum of MoC2H2
� shown in Fig. 2(b) obtained

using 3.49 eV photon energy exhibits low-intensity bands in
the range of 0.6–0.9 eV that lack regular vibrational spac-
ings. A broad band labeled A rises from the baseline at 2.03
± 0.05 eV, with a much more intense band B originating at
2.41 ± 0.05 eV. The inset of Fig. 2(b) shows the PE spec-
trum obtained using 2.33 eV photon energy. This spectrum
clearly resolves two close-lying transitions, X and X′, at 0.718
± 0.010 eV and 0.626 ± 0.010 eV, respectively, while the
feature at 0.92 ± 0.04 eV, labeled X′′, appears less distinct
in the 2.33 eV spectrum than that in the 3.49 eV spectrum.
Bands X, X′, and X′′ are parallel (β = 2), while the remaining
transitions are nearly isotropic (β = 0) with respect to laser
polarization.

Figure 3 and Table II summarize the computational results
for the MoC2H2 anion and neutral. The lowest energy struc-
ture of the anion found computationally is a linear structure in
which the Mo inserts into a C−−H bond in acetylene, in a 6Σ

state, labeled I in Fig. 3(a) and Table II. A C2v molybdenum-
vinylidene structure in a 4B2 state, II, is calculated to be
0.64 eV higher in energy, and a triangle-shaped C2v Mo(η2–
acetylene) complex, III, is calculated to have close-lying 6B2

and 4B2 states, lying 0.55 eV and 0.63 eV higher in energy than
the linear structure. The two spin states of the anion of struc-
ture III represent the only disparity between the CCSD(T) and
B3LYP calculations; the 4B2 state was predicted to be 0.06 eV
lower in energy than the 6B2 state with B3LYP. The calcula-
tions do, however, agree that these states are competitive, and
approximately 0.5 eV higher in energy than the linear structure
I (see the supplementary material).

The energetic ordering of the neutral structures is different
from the anions, with the Mo(η2–acetylene) complex 5B2 state
being the lowest energy. The calculated ADE value of structure
I (Table II), 1.45 eV, is in poor agreement with the low binding
energy of bands X, X′ and X′′ in the experimental spectrum,
while the ADEs calculated for structures II and III, which lie
between 0.5 and 0.9 eV, are both in reasonable agreement. The
frontier orbitals associated with the detachment transitions are
included in the supplementary material.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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TABLE I. Transition energies in the PE spectra of MoC2H2
�, MoC4H4

�

, MoOC2H2
�, and MoO2C2H2

� shown
in Fig. 2. The values in parentheses reflect the uncertainty in the last digit or digits.

Band ADE/VDE (eV) β Tentative assignment

MoC2H2
�

B 2.41(5)/2.45(5) 0 Transitions to excited quintet and/or
A 2.03(5)/2.2(1) 0 triplet neutral states (see text)

X′′ 0.92(4) 2 . . .

X 0.718(10) 2 Structure II 5B2–4B2

X′ 0.626(10) 2 Structure III 5B2–6B2

MoC4H4
�

B 2.5(2)/2.6(1) 0 Structure I 5A′–4A2

A 2.0(1)/2.14(5) 0 (See text)
X 1.5(1)/1.75(10) 0 Structure I 3A′–4A2

MoOC2H2
�

A 2.1(1)/2.45(3) 0.5(1) Transition to excited triplet
neutral state (see text)

X 1.68(7)/1.80(5) 0.4(1) Structure I 3A–4A′′

MoO2C2H2
�

X 2.51(7)/2.6(1) 0.3(1) Structure I 1A1–2A1

X′ 2.4(2)/2.8(2) 0
(Additional continuum signal at e�BE > 1.3 eV with local maxima ca. 1.75 eV
and 2.25 eV)

Simulations based on the zero-point corrected ADE val-
ues, the calculated normal coordinate displacements, and the
anion and neutral vibrational frequencies for the lowest energy
transitions for each structure are shown as blue traces in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d). In the case of the vinylidene (II) and η2-
acetylene structures (III), the nearly isoenergetic quartet anion
states can access both the lowest energy quintet and various
excited triplet neutral states, though in the case of structure II,
the lowest lying triplet state is not one-electron allowed. The
sextet state of the η2-acetylene structure (III) can access multi-
ple low-lying excited quintet states. The maximum intensities
of all bands were set equal to each other, except in panel 3(e),
in which the simulations are scaled to hypothetically match the
spectrum. All simulation parameters are included in the sup-
plementary material. We note here that not all transitions are
anticipated to have the same cross section. To underscore this
point, the PE spectrum of Mo� shown in Fig. 2(a) exhibits two
intense transitions associated with the photodetachment of an
electron from the 5s orbital of Mo�, while the transitions to the
spin-orbit components of the 5D state, which involves detach-
ment of an electron from a 4d orbital, are barely discernable
from the baseline.

The simulated 5A′–6Σ transition of structure I, shown
in Fig. 3(b), further reinforces the disagreement between the
observed spectrum and the spectrum predicted for the lowest
energy anion found computationally. The simulation of the
lowest energy 5B2–4B2 transition of structure II [blue trace,
Fig. 3(c)] is nearly vertical, as is the 5B2–4B2 electronic hot
band transition of structure III [blue dashed trace, Fig. 3(d)],
while the structure III ground 5B2–6B2 transition [blue solid
trace, Fig. 3(d)] shows a modest vibrational progression in the
553 cm�1 Mo–(η2–acetylene) stretch. The orbitals associated
with the 5B2–4B2 transitions of structure II and both the 5B2–
6B2 and 5B2–4B2 transitions of structure III can be described
as predominantly Mo 5s-like molecular orbitals (see the sup-
plementary material), which is consistent with the parallel
photoelectron angular distributions (β = 2). Both structures II

and III are predicted to exhibit multiple close-lying transitions
in the region of band B in the experimental spectrum. Simula-
tions based on the optimized one-electron accessible excited
state structures are shown for the anion ground states of struc-
tures II and III in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively, while the
positions of the transitions predicted for the close-lying 4B2

excited anion state of structure III are indicated with dashed
lines in Fig. 3(d).

In sum, the simulations do not unambiguously support
either the vinylidene (II) or the η2–acetylene (III) structures.
The presence of three features that are consistent with energy,
profile, and photoelectron angular distribution could suggest
that both species are present, and both close-lying spin states
of structure III contribute to the spectrum. From an electronic
structure standpoint, the two species are similar. Multiple
excited state transitions are predicted for both species to lie
in the energy window between bands A and B. However,
the calculations, in comparison with the experimental spec-
trum, unambiguously eliminate the lowest energy isomer of
the anion identified computationally.

B. MoC4H4
−/MoC4H4

The PE spectrum of MoC4H4
� shown in Fig. 2(c) shows

three broad, overlapping transitions, labeled X, A, and B.
Because of the spectral congestion, the origins of these transi-
tions are difficult to identify, but are at e�BE values of approx-
imately 1.5 eV, 2.0 eV, and 2.5 eV, as summarized in Table I.
Band A, the most intense and narrow of the overlapping bands,
exhibits a shoulder to higher e�BE at approximately 1300
± 100 cm�1, while band B has a partially resolved 890
± 20 cm�1 progression that is evidently broadened by lower
frequency modes. Spectra measured with laser polarization
perpendicular and parallel to the electron trajectory were
identical; β ≈ 0.

Figure 4(a) shows the four lowest energy anion struc-
tures found computationally, along with the corresponding

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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FIG. 3. (a) The three lowest energy structures found
computationally for MoC2H2 anion and neutral. The
black horizontal lines reflect the anion zero-point cor-
rected energies (in the case of structures II and III, both
the quartet and sextet state energies are shown). The low-
est energy neutral spin state energies are indicated with
blue lines, and higher energy spin states are indicated
with red lines. (b)–(e) Simulations based on the calculated
spectroscopic parameters (tabulated in the supplementary
material), with transitions to the two neutral spin states
color coded to match panel (a).

neutrals, with relative energies and ADE values summarized
in Table III. Additional structures are included in the supple-
mentary material. The lowest energy structure is a D2d twisted
bowtie (structure I) in an 4A2 electronic state, with two η2–
acetylene ligands. A C2v metallacyclic structure (II) in which
a new C−−C bond is formed is predicted to lie 0.73 eV higher in
energy than the bowtie. The analogous neutral is nearly isoen-
ergetic with the distorted Cs neutral bowtie, the lowest energy
neutral structure found computationally. Structures with the

Mo center ligated by the central bond of a butatriene (III) or by
two vinylidene groups (IV) are predicted to be approximately
1 eV higher in energy.

From a survey of the transition energies associated with
the various structures (Table III), the ADE calculated for the
bowtie structure I is in best agreement with band X. The
structures with new C−−C bond formation have much lower
binding energies than what is observed because of the rela-
tive instability of anions and stability of their corresponding

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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FIG. 4. The four lowest energy structures found compu-
tationally for the MoC4H4 anion and neutral. The black
horizontal lines reflect the anion zero-point corrected
energies (in the case of structures I and III, two spin
state energies are shown). The lowest energy neutral spin
state energies are indicated with blue lines, and higher
energy spin states are indicated with red lines. Dashed
lines indicate neutral states that are spin forbidden in
anion detachment transitions. (b)–(d) Simulations based
on the calculated spectroscopic parameters (tabulated in
the supplementary material), with transitions to the two
neutral spin states color coded to panel (a).

neutrals. In addition, the anions and neutrals of structures II
and III are nearly identical, predicting vertical band detach-
ment transitions, which is inconsistent with the observed
spectrum.

We consider whether the spectrum of MoC4H4
� can be

fully reconciled with the bowtie structure. In addition to the
3A′ ground state, the excited 5A′ bowtie state, which has signif-
icantly extended Mo−−C bond lengths, should be energetically
accessible. The substantial structural differences between the
D2d

4A2 anion ground state and the two neutral states would

result in the activation of several low-frequency modes, and
the harmonic approximation used in our simulation codes is
inappropriate. We therefore used the VDE values to gener-
ate broad bands as described in Sec. II B; they are shown in
Fig. 4(b). Again, with this open shell anion, there are three
singly occupied frontier orbitals; the transition to the low-
est energy excited triplet state is indicated by the red trace in
Fig. 4(b).

Because the PE spectrum of MoC2H2
� was most con-

sistent with structures predicted to more than 0.5 eV higher

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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than the lowest energy anion predicted computationally, we
also considered the high-lying di-vinylidine structure (IV) of
MoC4H4

�. The simulations associated with the two neutral
spin states accessed by photodetachment of the 2A1 anion are
shown in Fig. 4(c); both are nearly vertical, as is predicted for
detachment transitions associated with structures II and III,
and are clearly inconsistent with the observed spectrum.

The two broad band simulations based on the ADE/VDE
values for structure I were scaled to match the relative band
intensities in the experimental spectrum in the central panel.
Band A is not accounted for by the overall profile of the
3A′–4A2 transition. However, the single point energy calcu-
lated for a triplet neutral confined to a D2d bowtie struc-
ture is 2.06 eV, and we suggest that there may be interest-
ing Franck-Condon effects with what would be a conical
intersection on the neutral surface. Again, the simulations do
not definitively support the 4A2 ground state structure, but
they are consistent with the observed spectrum, and the other
competitive structures are not consistent with the observed
spectrum.

C. MoOC2H2
−/MoOC2H2

The PE spectrum of MoOC2H2
� shown in Fig. 2(d)

exhibits a low intensity band at 1.68 eV, labeled X, and a
broad, intense band at 2.1 eV, labeled A. Band X exhibits a par-
tially resolved vibrational structure, which will be described
in the context of a simulated spectrum below. Band A appears
to have shoulders on both the low- and high-e�BE sides, but
the profile cannot be empirically simulated with one vibra-
tional frequency. On the low-e�BE side the shoulders are
separated by ca. 730 cm�1, while on the high e�BE side, by ca.
1500 cm�1 (C==C stretch frequency). Both bands show sim-
ilar polarization dependence, with β = 0.4 and 0.5 for bands
X and A, respectively. The transition energies and asymmetry
parameters are summarized in Table I.

Figure 5 and Table IV summarize the computational
results: the lowest energy structure found for MoOC2H2

� is
a Cs structure (I), again with an η2–acetylene bond, in a 4A′′

state. The lower spin state for this structure (2A) lies 0.41 eV
higher in energy. A Mo-vinylidene structure (II), also in a 4A′′

state, is 0.73 eV higher in energy. Additional higher lying struc-
tures are included in the supplementary material. Simulations
based on both structures I and II in their 4A′′ states under-
going transitions to both the triplet (blue traces) and quintet
(red traces) states are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), respec-
tively. The origin and vibrational structure in the η2–acetylene
(I) 3A–4A′′ transition is in compelling agreement with band
X. The modes contributing to the profile are the MoO2

symmetric stretch (978 cm�1), the HCCH symmetric bend
(798 cm�1), and the Mo–(η2–acetylene) stretch (538 cm�1).
All simulation parameters are included in the supplementary
material.

The simulations based on the vinylidene structure (II)
are not in poor agreement; therefore, we cannot unambigu-
ously assign the spectrum to structure I over II. Moreover,
the most intense feature in the experimental spectrum, band
A, is not well matched by the transition to the 5A′ excited
state transition. However, the results of TDDFT calculations

FIG. 5. The two lowest energy structures found computationally for the
MoOC2H2 anion and neutral. The black horizontal lines reflect the anion zero-
point corrected energies (quartet ground states and doublet excited states). The
lowest energy neutral spin state energies are indicated with blue lines, and
higher energy spin states are indicated with red lines. Dashed lines indicate
neutral states that are spin forbidden in anion detachment transitions. (b)–(d)
Simulations based on the calculated spectroscopic parameters (tabulated in
the supplementary material), with transitions to the two neutral spin states
color coded to panel (a).
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FIG. 6. The two lowest energy structures found computationally for the
MoO2C2H2 anion and neutral. The black horizontal lines reflect the anion
zero-point corrected energies (double and quartet states included for struc-
ture II). The lowest energy neutral spin state energies are indicated with blue
lines, and higher energy spin states are indicated with red lines. (b) Simulations
based on the calculated spectroscopic parameters for structures I (blue) and II
(red); parameters are tabulated in the supplementary material. (c) Structure I
simulation shifted to 0.050 eV higher binding energy relative to the calculated
ADE value to match the PE spectrum. The PE spectrum of MoO2

� (Ref. 49)
is included for comparison to lower the e�BE signal.

on structure I predict two one-electron allowed transitions
to excited triplet states, the lower energy of which has a
very similar Franck-Condon profile to band A. Addition-
ally, this lowest energy excited triplet state involves the
detachment of an electron from a more Mo 5s-like orbital,
whereas the ground state transition involves an orbital with
more Mo 4d character (as is the transition to the lowest
energy 5A′ state). Figure 4(d) shows the simulations based
on structure I scaled to the experimental transition intensities.

Overall, structure I is very consistent with the experimental
spectrum.

D. MoO2C2H2
−/MoO2C2H2

The PE spectrum of MoO2C2H2
� shown in Fig. 2(e)

exhibits continuum signal rising from the baseline at approx-
imately 1.3 eV, with a sharp transition labeled X at
2.5 eV embedded in a broad, congested band of signal labeled
X′ that reaches the maximum intensity at 2.8 eV. The asymme-
try parameter of band X is 0.3, while band X′ has an isotropic
distribution; thus bands X and X′ correspond to different elec-
tronic transitions. In addition, there are low-intensity local
maxima in the continuum signal at approximately 1.75 eV
and 2.25 eV.

Figure 6(a) and Table V summarize the computational
results on the MoO2C2H2 anion and neutral. As noted previ-
ously, lower spin states are favored for this more coordinated
complex, with singlet neutrals and doublet anions being the
ground states for the two structures shown. The more stable
structure has MoO2 with an η2–acetylene ligand (I), with the
MoO2 vinylidene complex (II) calculated to be 0.55 eV higher
in energy. The η2–acetylene coordination is computationally
energetically favored over the vinylidene coordination for all
complexes included in this study.

The simulated spectra based on the spectroscopic param-
eters calculated for both structures I and II are shown as
the blue and red traces, respectively, Fig. 6(b). Figure 6(c)
shows the simulation based on structure I (solid black trace)
shifted to 0.05 eV higher binding energy relative to the calcu-
lated ADE and superimposed on the experimental spectrum,
gray trace, on an expanded scale. While the experimental
signal to noise is low, there are coincidences between the
vibrationally excited levels in this transition and the exper-
imental signal. The simulation based on the higher lying
structure II is not inconsistent with the broad band X′, but
because band X′ is broad and featureless, the assignment is not
definitive.

We consider the broad continuum signal arising from the
baseline at e�BE > 1.3 eV. The MoO2

� + C2H2 dissociation
limit is calculated to be 2.36 eV, well below the 3.49 eV pho-
ton energy used to measure the spectrum. The PE spectrum
of internally cold MoO2

� obtained previously49 [red trace,
Fig. 6(c)] shows a band maximum near 2.25 eV associated with
the 3B1–4B1 transition between the anion and neutral ground
states, close to the local maximum in the continuum signal.
Additionally, the photodissociation of the doublet spin state of
MoO2C2H2

� may form significant quantities of MoO2
� in the

excited doublet spin state, from which transitions to the MoO2
3B1 neutral ground state would be at lower e�BE. Therefore,
we suggest that the continuum signal in the low-e�BE portion
of the PE spectrum of MoO2C2H2

� is due to the photodetach-
ment of MoO2

� in a broad distribution of excited electronic
and vibrational states formed from the photodissociation of
the complex.

IV. DISCUSSION

The overarching goal of this study is to determine how
ethylene interacts with molybdenum suboxide clusters in an

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-148-012806
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TABLE II. CCSD(T) calculated zero-point corrected relative energies of MoC2H2 anion and neutral structures
I through III shown in Fig. 3, along with ADE values for one-electron allowed transitions. Additional structures
are included in the supplementary material.

Structure Electronic state
〈
S2

〉
a Relative energy (eV) ADE (eV) Exp. ADE (eV)

MoC2H2 A,B 2.03(5), 2.41(5)
X′′ 0.92(4)

III D̃5A 3.10 2.55b

II ẽ 3B . . . 3.07 2.43b

III C̃ 5A . . . 2.95 2.40b

III B̃ 5A . . . 2.81 2.26b

II d̃ 3B2 . . . 2.80 2.16b

III Ã 5B . . . 2.16 1.61b

II ã 3B2 2.11c 2.04 forbidden
III b̃ 3A1 2.16 1.96 forbidden
III ã 3A2 2.00 1.92 1.29d

I 5A′ 6.03 1.45 1.45
II X̃ 5B2 6.25 1.44 0.80 X 0.718(10)
III X̃ 5B2 6.01 1.13 0.58, 0.50e X′ 0.626(10)

MoC2H2
�

II 6A1 8.93 1.31
III 4B2 4.03 0.63
III 6B2 8.75 0.55
II 4B2 3.82c 0.54
I 6Σ 8.75 0

a〈S2〉 value after projecting out the first spin contaminant.
bTDDFT excited state energies added to CCSD(T) relative energies.
c〈S2〉 value from Brueckner orbitals.
d3A2 ←

4B2 electronic hot band transition energy.
eADE values for the 5B2–6B2 and 5B2–4B2 transitions, respectively.

effort to inform computational studies on the chemistry of
olefins used as a sacrificial reagent in the catalytic produc-
tion of H2 from water over the molybdenum oxide catalyst.

There are several results from previous experiments to take into
account.34 (1) Reactions between C2H4 and the most reduced
MoxOy

� clusters in the distribution of stoichiometries formed

TABLE III. CCSD(T) calculated zero-point corrected relative energies of MoC4H4 anion and neutral structures
I–IV shown in Fig. 4, along with transition energies for one-electron allowed transitions. VDE values are included
for transitions that are predicted to be broadened by the activation of multiple low-frequency modes. Additional
structures are included in the supplementary material.

Structure Electronic state 〈S2〉a Relative energy (eV) ADE (eV) VDE (eV) Exp. ADE (eV)

MoC4H4 B 2.5(2)
I B̃ 3A . . . 3.07 3.07b

I ã 5A′ 6.05 2.93 2.76 3.64
IV 1A1 0.00 2.90 1.76
IV 3A′ 2.03c 2.53 1.39
I 3B1 2.06 2.06d A 2.0(1)
III 5B2 6.07 1.97 0.85
I 1A′ 0.00 1.75 Forbidden
II 5B2 6.03 1.31 0.58
I X̃ 3A′ 2.03 1.30 1.30 2.10 X 1.5(1)

MoC4H4
�

III 6B2 8.77 1.16
IV 2A′ 0.75 1.14
III 4B2 4.27 1.12
II 4B2 4.07 0.73
I 2A′ 0.75 0.48
I 4A2 3.75 0

a〈S2〉 value after projecting out the first spin contaminant.
bTDDFT excited state energies added to CCSD(T) relative energies.
c〈S2〉 value from Brueckner orbitals.
dD2d neutral structure single point energy.
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TABLE IV. CCSD(T) calculated zero-point corrected relative energies of MoOC2H2 anion and neutral structures
I and II shown in Fig. 5, along with transition energies for one-electron allowed transitions. VDE values are
included for transitions that are predicted to be broadened by the activation of multiple low-frequency modes.
Additional structures are included in the supplementary material.

Structure Electronic state 〈S2〉a Relative energy (eV) ADE (eV) VDE (eV) Exp. ADE (eV)

MoOC2H2 A 2.1(1)
II 5A′ 6.05 2.93 2.19
I B̃ 3A . . . 2.81 2.81b

I ã5A′ 6.02 2.64 2.64 3.47
II 3A′ 2.01c 2.38 1.64
I Ã 3A . . . 2.08 2.08b

I 1A 0.00 2.01 forbidden
I X̃ 3A 2.18 1.69 1.69 1.88 X 1.68(7)

MoOC2H2
�

II 2A′ 0.77 0.80
II 4A′′ 4.02 0.73
I 2A 0.92 0.41
I 4A′′ 3.76 0

a〈S2〉 value after projecting out the first spin contaminant.
bTDDFT excited state energies added to CCSD(T) relative energies.
c〈S2〉 value from Brueckner orbitals.

in our cluster source result in the production of chemifrag-
ment complex anions. Calculations on the thermodynamics
of these reactions support the participation of more than one
ethylene molecule in the formation of these complexes.34 (2)
In reactions with C2H4, most of the chemifragment complexes
observed feature C2H2, evocative of oxidative dehydrogena-
tion. (3) In co-reactions with water under conditions in which
the number density of water is 10�3 that of the number den-
sity of C2H4, the more oxidized chemifragments, particularly,
MoO2C2H2

�, become more dominant. This result suggests
either that the different fragments originate from the fragmen-
tation of different clusters, since the rapid kinetics of reac-
tions between profoundly reduced clusters such as Mo2O2

�

and Mo3O3
� are such that these species would be eliminated

from the reactor prior to forming chemifragments in reactions
with C2H4, or that the small complexes undergo oxidation in
reactions with water.

The results of the current spectroscopic and computa-
tional study suggest that η2–acetylene complexes are formed

for all four species, though we cannot unambiguously rule out
the presence of vinylidene complexes. With the exception of
MoO2C2H2

�, the complex anions and neutrals are in high spin
states, as opposed to being stable, closed-shell fragments. In
the case of MoC2H2

� in particular, the lowest energy struc-
tural isomer of the anion identified computationally cannot be
reconciled with the experimental spectra, while higher energy
structures are in parity with the spectrum. We have observed
kinetically trapped, thermodynamically unfavored structures
resulting from cluster-water and cluster-alcohol reactions in
the previous studies.26,28,31,49,50

In combination with the observations listed in the previ-
ous paragraphs, the new results from this current study evoke
a picture of π-electron donation to Mo centers, with adjacent
Mo−−H or H−−O−−Mo bond formation, and kinetically con-
trolled fragment formation. A similar mechanism has been
invoked in the oxidative dehydrogenation of alkanes over bulk
MoO3.51 While Mo centers in the more reduced clusters are
less acidic, they are less hindered than metal centers in more

TABLE V. CCSD(T) calculated zero-point corrected relative energies of MoO2C2H2 anion and neutral structures
I and II shown in Fig. 6, along with transition energies for one-electron allowed transitions. VDE values are included
for transitions that are predicted to be broadened by the activation of multiple low-frequency modes. Additional
structures are included in the supplementary material.

Electronic state 〈S2〉a Relative energy (eV) ADE (eV) VDE (eV) Exp. ADE/VDE (eV)

MoO2C2H2

I 3B2 2.03 3.25 3.25 3.96
II 1A′ 0.00 3.02 2.48 2.80 X′ 2.4(2)/2.8(2)
I 1A1 0.00 2.46 2.46 X 2.51(7)/2.6(1)

MoO2C2H2
�

II 4A 3.76 1.71
II 2A1 0.76 0.55
I 2A1 0.76 0

a〈S2〉 value after projecting out the first spin contaminant.
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oxidized clusters. In addition, the structures we have deter-
mined for the more reduced clusters,52,53 the weakest bonds are
direct Mo−−Mo bonds (not present in more oxidized clusters)
that would be the most vulnerable to bond breaking given the
large internal energy gained upon new bond formation upon
reaction. A follow-up computational study will consider the
free energy pathway of this mechanism.

Previous studies on MoxOy
� + CH4 and C2H6 reactions

also showed evidence of cluster fragmentation. Subsequent
computational studies54 on Mo2Oy

� + CH4 reactions indi-
cated that the overall reaction barriers are much lower when
a second methane molecule adds prior to Mo2Oy

� (y = 2–5)
cleavage. Our previously reported reaction free energies calcu-
lated for potential fragmentation reactions involving ethylene
indicate that several of the reactions involving a single C2H4

molecule are modestly unfavorable, while reactions with two
C2H4 molecules are favorable, particularly if the reduction
of C2H4 is featured in the reaction.34 Calculations also indi-
cate that oxidative addition of a second C2H4 to a Mo-center
in larger MoxOy

� clusters favors subsequent Mo−−Mo bond
cleavage, and yields a stable neutral fragment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

MoC2H2
�, MoC4H4

�, MoOC2H2
�, and MoO2C2H2

�

complex anions were previously found to form from
chemifragmentation reactions between MoxOy

� cluster anions
and C2H4. To determine the molecular-scale interactions along
the chemifragmentation pathways, the anion PE spectra of
these complexes, along with supporting density functional
theory and CCSD(T) calculations, were analyzed. The spec-
tra of these complexes are all consistent with the calculated
η2-acetylene complexes, though for all but MoC4H4

�, the
possibility that vinylidene complexes are also present can-
not be definitively ruled out. The structures most consistent
with the MoC2H2

� spectrum are high energy structures, sug-
gesting that the chemifragmentation reaction is under kinetic,
rather than thermodynamic, control. The PE spectrum of
MoO2C2H2

� additionally exhibits evidence that photodisso-
ciation to MoO2

� + C2H2 may be occurring. The results
suggest that oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylene is initi-
ated by Lewis acid/base interactions between the Mo centers
in larger clusters and the π orbitals in ethylene.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for parameters used to gener-
ate the PE spectral simulations, a comparison of CCSD(T)
and B3LYP relative energies, figures showing additional
higher energy anion and neutral structures not included in
the manuscript (Cartesian coordinates are available upon
request), and the frontier orbitals and occupancies for the most
competitive structures of the species described in this report.
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